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Introduction
A conduit for Melburnians, and other tourists, to connect with nature and spectacular
scenery is the Great Ocean Road (GOR) – one of Australia’s most popular tourist
destinations. However, with 5.8 million tourists visiting the region in 2016–17 and 8.6
million projected to visit in 2026–27 (Deloitte Access Economics 2018) overtourism is
posing a threat to the GOR and the surrounding environment, impacting the region’s
ecosystems, infrastructure, culture and the livelihoods of local communities. 

Overtourism has been described as “phenomena that exert an excessive negative
impact on citizens’ subjective evaluation of the local quality of life or on the quality of
the tourism experience” (UNTWO 2019, p. 4). It is generally understood as being the
by-product of tourism development that exceeds a destination’s carrying capacity. 

Towards Detourism

With the GOR, demarketing and detourism can be used to combat overtourism (San
Tropez 2020). Both approaches seek to educate tourists about adopting alternative
modes of behaviour to help overcome the problems brought by overtourism to a
region. Demarketing strategies with destinations can include the reduction of
marketing, redirecting tourists to other locations, using pricing mechanisms and
impeding access (Medway, Warnaby & Dharni 2010).

The Dutch Tourism Board now promotes other parts of the Netherlands such as The
Hague, Rotterdam and Utrecht in place of the well-visited Amsterdam to spread
tourist load across the country (Hospers 2019; Stanchev 2018). Sometimes a
destination is made inaccessible to tourists to permit ecosystems to recover, such as
with Maya Bay on Thailand’s Ko Phi Phi Leh Island (BBC 2019; Ellis-Petersen 2018).
Visitor taxes can be effective pricing mechanisms. Venice is about to employ a visitor
tax of €3 for low-season travel and €10 for high-season travel to restrict tourist
numbers (Thackray 2021).

Detourism is a related concept that was first established in an advertising campaign
by Emirates airlines (Oliveira c. 2019; Pillai c. 2019) and the portmanteau word
(combining detour and tourist) describes the shift in behaviour where tourists are
encouraged to move away from frequently visited destinations to lesser-known ones.
The ‘Become a Detourist’ advertising campaign ran in 2019 and encouraged
Australians to travel to alternative destinations and enjoy unique, less touristy
experiences in cities such as Dubai, Lisbon, Budapest and London – common
Emirates destinations. Instead of exploring the museums of Budapest, a detourist
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might head to the Erzsébetváros area within the city, famed for its ceramics, to
partake in a pottery class. (Oliveira c. 2019; Pillai c. 2019).

The City of Venice also uses a detourism campaign to nudge tourists away from
popular tourist spots within the city to other sites where Venice can be experienced
as if you were a local (Venezia Unica n.d.). Walking tours of art and culture sites and
food and wine tours are offered in this initiative. This approach is a familiar one in
detourism, where cultural tourism often intersects with heading off the beaten path. 

Tourism and the Great Ocean Road (GOR)

With the GOR, 83 percent of tourism is domestic, with almost half of these people
travelling for a day trip. By comparison, 16 percent of travel is completed by
international visitors. Half of all Victorian visitor activity with the GOR is concentrated
on the Surf Coast, between Torquay and Lorne (Deloitte Access Economics 2018).
While demarketing can be useful with the GOR, the region’s popularity may be
difficult to quickly diminish and restricting access to the area will harm the local
economy, especially in a post-Covid scenario. Detourism may be able to better deal
with overtourism in this current context as tourist density can be reduced by
spreading activity into the area above the GOR. 

For detourism to work in the region, such an approach would likely be more popular
amongst tourists not on their first journey to the GOR, but on subsequent journeys –
it will be difficult competing directly with the scenic Twelve Apostles down the road. It
is therefore proposed that GOR detourism be largely focused on domestic tourists, in
particular Victorian ones – very likely to be repeat visitors to the region. 

Examining what the region located above the GOR offers – with attention paid more
closely to the Surf Coast area – coupled with a dash of speculative thinking, reveals
potential in two possible GOR detours. The first is culinary tourism, where
memorable experiences enjoying food and drink are sought out. As Stone et al.
(2016, p. 1121) explain, this type of tourism is no longer considered a niche activity,
as it is increasingly connected to travel enjoyment. Food and wine festivals, culinary
trails, cooking classes and similar ‘foodie’ events connected to a region’s primary
producers draw in visitors aiding local economies (Smith & Terrill 2021). The GOR
region is home to first-class produce and such an approach seems a logical fit.

A second key detour is geological and quietly spectacular. Part of the third largest
volcanic plain in the world sits above the GOR and would qualify as a day trip for
tourists staying in the region. The volcanic plains and lakes close to the Surf Coast
have the Red Rock volcanic complex and lookout near Colac as a local highlight.
This area of 40 distinct eruption sites was formed 8,000 years ago (Bourke 2017;
Victorian Volcanoes 2021). Alongside the Red Rock craters, lava flows and remnants
of ancient Indigenous stone fish traps can be found at the Lake Corangamite Nature
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Reserve (Colac Otway Shire n.d.). This volcanic region is the subject of a new tourist
campaign (GORRT 2020) where this relatively unknown area is now being publicised
and connected to the GOR region.

Conclusion

Detourism has been discussed as a valid response to overtourism in the GOR area
with two examples of possible detourist attractions and experiences described. Both
examples have not had their tourism potential fully realised – they have been
overshadowed by the more well-known and well-publicised attractions in the area. 
Detourism-based promotional campaigns targeted at repeat domestic visitors can
likely nudge tourists to explore areas such as the two described and in doing so, help
spread the tourist load, mitigating the effects of overtourism in the region. 
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